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The student newspaper of Worcester Polytechnic Institute 
Tuesday, April 29, 1975 Volume 3, Number 10 
Student IIJ8mbeT appointtnents 
Faculty standing committees 
by Eric Hertz 
In an effort to promote more student 
flyolvement in the decision making process 
It WPI the faculty has opened some of its 
most important committees to student 
members. Students will have the respon 
sibility ro initiate, consider and make 
recommendations on questions of 
tduc&tional policy and problems arising in 
faculty committees. 
As a student representative to a com· 
rnrttee of the faculty you would automatically 
111e0me a member of the Academic Com· 
1111ttee of Student Government. For this 
.-on a copy of the Academic Constitution 
w1 be forwarded to each person submitting 
utlternent of interest. It is essential that any 
IIUdent interested in serving on a faculty 
committee understands the duties and 
fiiPOOSibilities that would be assumed as a 
member of the Academic Committee. 
Below, you will find descriptions of all 
flculty committees open to students. Review 
lhe descriptions carefully and if you find a 
committee which interests you, and one to 
which you would be willing to devote time, 
1ltld a note to George Hefferon Morgan 218 
P.O. Box 986 expressing your reasons for 
wanting to be appointed to that committee. 
Aletatements must be In George Hefferon's 
'*Ide by 7:00 p.m. Monday, May 5. The 
ipp()intments will be made Thursday, May 8, 
117:00 p.m. in the library Seminar room. The 
Student Government will attempt to appoint 
only those students who are sincere enough 
to carry out their duties conscientiously. 
Term of membership on committees will last 
from May '75 to May '76. 
DESCRIPTION 
I. THE COMMITTEE ON ACADEMIC 
POLICY consists of six membrrs of the 
faculty-at-large, two students and ex-officio 
the Dean of Faculty and the Director of 
Admissions. The committee continuously 
reviews existing academic and 
admission policies, standards, and goals. The 
committee recommends changes in policy, 
as appropriate. 
II. THE CURRICULUM COMMITTEE 
includes one faculty' member from each 
academic discipline, three students,and the 
Dean for Undergraduate Studies ex-officio. 
Responsible primarily for the development of 
undergraduate programs of study, this 
committee continuously reviews existing 
curricula and makes recommendations on 
new curricular structures, panicular1y with 
respect to the development of in-
tercftsciplinary courses and programs. 
Ill. THE COMMITTEE ON STUDENT 
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS includes one faculty 
member from each academic discipline, two 
student members, and ex-officio the Dean of 
Student Affairs and Dean of Academic 
Advising. This committee determines the 
academic standing of individual under· 
graduate studentJ who are not on the WPI 
Plan (e.g., fulfillment of degree requirements, 
status resulting from unsatisfactory 
academic performance), and receives and 
The following is a complete list of candidates for Thursday's class 
elections. Elections will run from 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. in O.nlel's 
Lounge. An 1.0. wilt be required to vote. 
Independent Representative 
Karlis Vlceps 
Elizabeth McCauley 
J.P. Committee 
William MacFarland - Nicolette Stultz 
Alexis Chlto - Kristina Perry 
Charles D'Ambra- RaHi Hollislan 
Ct•u of •n 
Pres. 
Gary Graham 
Charles Rheault 
Raymond Baker 
VIce Pres. 
Brian Stratouly - Henry " Hank" l eBtanc 
Dennis Metrick 
Charles Dreyfers 
Secretary 
Kathy Molony 
Treas. 
Class of '71 
Pres. 
James Morris 
Dean Avldson 
Jon Lawrence 
VIet f>res. 
Donald' Fontaine 
Tina Tuttle 
Jayne FranciOse 
Paul Angelico 
Trees. 
Richard Poole 
Sec. 
Cynlhta Grynluk 
Rep. 
William Golden 
Ellen King 
Judith Scherben 
Rep. 
William Cunningham 
Clan of '76 
Pres. 
William Johnson 
VIet Pres. 
David Graham 
Secretary 
Paula Stratouly 
Trees. 
Steven Sliva 
Rep. 
James Hall 
Lynne Buckley 
J.P. WHicend tumtld out nothing leu than • •ucceu, If somew/Mt d•mp. 
,o,. phot6 on page 6. l Tony Alii• photo) a----
acts on petitions for exceptions to the 
established rules of the faculty regarding 
academic performance. It brings to. the 
faculty for review the names of under-
graduate students not on the WPI Plan who 
it has determined are eligible for degrees. It 
also recommends rules and procedures 
regarding the prizes and honors accorded to 
students for scholarly achievement and 
similar endeavors. 
V. THE COMMITTEE ON ACADEMIC 
ADVISING consists of six elected faculty 
members, two student members, and ex· 
officio the Dean of Undergraduate Studies 
and the Dean of Academic Advising. This 
committee is charged with defining the 
extent of the role of the academic advisor. 
and with arranging for admmistrative support 
to assist the advisor in fulfilling that role. 
VI. THE FINANCIAL AID COMMITTEE 
is comprised of students, faculty, and ad· 
IV. THE COMMITTEE ON STUDENT ministrative persons who recommend to the 
LIFE consists of four faculty members-at- Financial Aid Office and the Office of 
large, four student members, and the Dean Student Affairs policies in relation to student 
of Student Affairs. This committee evaluates financial aid . 
current practices in the areas of student These policies include philosophy of 
environment, discipline, extracurricular student financial assistance, administrative 
activities, financial aid, scholarship, athletics, decisions, and procedures of distribution. 
and employment placement. The committee Two students will be appointed by the 
also makes recommendations with regard to Executive Committee of the Student 
the nature, extent and operation of student Government for the academic year of 1976-
non-academlc counselling services. 1976. 
Student Government approves action 
Parking policy challenged 
by Doug Knowles 
On April 24, Student Government President George Hefferon 
presented a letter to Dean Reutlinger (Student Affairs) from the SG 
Executive Council, printed below, expressing dissatisfaction with the Term 
D parking experiment and suggesting s chtmge in. -pQI(C'K· After taltioJ with 
Dean Reutlinger, Mr. Hefferon reported on the discussion at the SG 
Executive Council meeting that night. At the meeting, the Executive 
council vo(ed to take Dean Reutlinger to the Campus Hearing Board over 
inequities in the Term D parking policy. A copy of the Executive Council's 
letter and an explanation of the experiment are printed. Minutes of the SG 
meeting appear on page four. 
Executive Councl7's letter 
Dear Dean Reutlinger: 
We find your proposal (Nswspesk, April 8, 
1975) that "all campus traffic tickets unpaid 
and issued prior to April 9 will be amnestied" 
totally unsatisfactory. This part of your Term 
D parking experiment does an injustice to 
those students and faculty who have 
cooperated in paying their fines. All 
violations of campus parking regulations 
should be treated equally, including faculty 
and staff. 
We recognize the need for improvement in 
the current campus parking situation, but the 
anmesty proposition in your new policy does 
nothing to solve the parking oroblem. We 
feel this clause is unfair, and should be 
changed. 
Furthermore, since fines are not collected 
for the purpose of raising revenue. we 
suggest that all future monies collected be 
donated to a scholarship fund, the terms of 
which could be decided on :ater. 
We hope you will seriously consider the 
opinions of the Executi\le Council expressed 
above, and develop a policy which will better 
serve the WPI Community. 
Thank you for your cooperation. 
Sincerely, 
George J. Hefferon 
President 
Executive Council 
Explanation of new policy 
The Campus Hearing Board <Newspeak, 
March 4, 1975! recommended equalizing 
treatment between students, and faculty and 
staff. with regard to enforcing collection of 
parking fines. In the past. students' 
collections were enforced by denying their 
next term's registration, until fines were paid; 
faculty and staff were simply requested to 
pay. 
Rather than enforce all collections 
rigorously in 0-Term, with continued • 
ticketing of cars in limited numbers of 
restrictively marked spaces, It seemed more 
fair to seek a fresh stan on this problem and 
relax the parking space restrictions to see 
whether It was our system Itself that was 
contributing to the problem, Eg., a student 
parked an a stan plctce, ana a faculty memoer 
parked in a student space creates two 
violations, both unnecessary tickets in 
relation to total space. With different times 
of parking arrival, we should probably have 
more flexibly open choices of space, at least 
in our main, large parking areas. Clearly, 
more spaces to choose from and fewer 
registrations would reduce our 10:6 ratio of 
drivers to spaces, and ease parking. 
The D·Term experiment is designed to 
simulate that condition. D·Term is the only 
time this could be tried out, since during 
,other terms, space Is more in demand for 
admissions and placement visitors. a'nd 
sometimes more restricted by snow (not to 
mention the snow's obliterating the space 
designations painted an the asphalt). 
The D-Term experiment, monitored 'by 
Security, may very well tum out to Indicate 
that we should retum to ticketing and a 
rigorous collection system of towing - next 
fall. Color-coding of registration stickers by 
parking lot may help too, together with 
Increased spaces and larger registration fees 
and-or deposits against which fines could be 
deducted. 
At any rate we need a fresli stan on those 
problems. and some of this must wait until 
the new year in the fall. In the meantime, 
wiping clear the books of violations IS an 
attempt at part of this fresh start during D· 
Term. An amnesty is always a dubious 
undertaking and always open to some 
justified criticism from those who observe 
regulations and who look back with un· 
derstandable indignation. Still, we must look 
forward, not backward, to really solve our 
parking problem. 
Paoc 2 NEWSPEAK 
Editorials: 
Put up or . 
WPI is approacntng the beginning of 
another VIcious cycle. This week a certain 
amount t.f students will vote in their 
respective class elections, then, having done 
their duty, spend the ne)(t year dumping on 
those students willing to do some work for 
the rest of us. Perhaps this year we'll stop 
acting like children and realize that the 
amount any person can do is only propor· 
tiona! to the support he-she gets from the 
rest of us. 
Apathy is bad enough. Trying to work for 
people who just don't care is, at best, 
frustrating and discouraging. Taking flak 
from those same people, especially when 
they don't do a damned thing themselves is 
indescribable. 
Student Government is presently planning 
to take the administration before the Campus 
Hearing Board to force a refund of parking 
fines paid before the Term D amnesty. The 
• • 
Academic Committee of SG has taken the 
first steps toward strengthening student par-
ticipation and faculty standing committees. 
Articles on both of these appear elsewhere in 
this paper. 
I have a p')rsonal interest in this apathy 
syndrome as editor of a paper with plenty of 
potential that won't become reality without 
more help that we've been getting and as a 
member of the academic committee. which 
is also working to realize unseen potential. 
If you must criticize, do so con-
structively which means make sure you 
know what you're talking about. If you must 
be apathetic, so be it, turkey. But the best 
alternative by far is to pick out candidates to 
support and give them that support for a full 
year. 
Put up or shut up. techies. 
Doug Knowles 
J .M.Z. 
WPI gay alliance 
In this issue of Newspeak, there appears a 
notice about a group trying to form on 
campus; the WPI Gay Alliance. In these days 
of liberation, WPI has followed suit, to some 
e)(tent, in women's liberation, and other 
campaigns to free people from stereotyped 
roles. The gay alliance not only helps the 
homosexuals in the world, but it htl!» you 
and me get away from the belief that these 
people are mentally deranged. Does it 
bother you that it is still a crime to 'commit 
homosexual acts' in several states? It bothers 
me. What ever two people do in private is 
their own business, as long as it doesn' t 
harm any one else. 
It also seems that at WPI peoPle cannot 
express tt,emselv$S. without someone at-
tempting to silence tnem. Again we get Into 
people not feeling free enough to let 
someone who ~rees with their attitude, 
be it political or sexual, speak ou~ 
I feel that it is time that we have an 
organization like this on campus, who knows 
we all might end up understanding our fellow 
person much better. 
John M. Zimmerman 
Editorials I wish I'd had time to write 
1. The crew team is now minus its best shell, thanks to King Neptune. Will WPI 
recognize the efforts of both men's and women's crew to the tune of resources they need, 
or must both teams continue their good performances under adverse conditions? Could 
there possibly be funds anywhere that would be better spent to justify hard work7 
2. George Hefferon and the new Student Government are certainly making some new 
dents in the organization. I know from experience that George constantly has his eyes open 
for constructive ideas; John Smith is doing an excellent job in bringing the news to the 
campus. "Eric HertZ, this~r's Academic Committee chairman, has instigated some real 
progress in making better use of student participation on faculty committees. 
Pest-president Denise Gorski is not to be forgotten. She broke some new 1ce in SG, 
most notably (but not only) in her efforts to represent student interests in the meal tax issue. 
Some people at this school are working hard to your benofit. If you want to benefit 
more, back them up. 
3. Sincere thanks to Jo,ttn Zimmerman, Ellen King, Laura Mattick and Neal Wright in 
particular, and the Newspe11k staff in general, for giving me a hand these past few months In 
spite of me. Especially Pete Mulvihill, whose efforts carried a significant part of the load 
during Term C. Doug Knowles 
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Letters: 
Mass. PIRG 
To the Editors: 
For the past several months the student 
body at WPI has been subjected to a massive 
campaign intended to gain support on the 
campus to join Mass PIRG. Before we take 
such a step there are several questions that 
need to be answered. Why is Mass. PIRG 
trying to get petitions signed instead of 
taking an open vote on campus? Are they 
afraid that they will get soundly voted off 
campus like they did last time? Why does 
PIRG Insist on having the $4 a year charge 
put on our tuition bills? Maybe they figure 
that since most of the bills are paid by 
parents that students will not bother to try to 
get their refund, since the money didn't 
come from the students pockets. So PIRG 
will have money from a large number of 
students that do not support It, And how 
large a voice will WPI have in PIRG. Will they 
listen when Nuclear Engineering students 
say nuclear power is safe, or does PIRG just 
want WPI's name, and not its opinions. I 
doubt that PIRG wants anything e)(cept 
schools that agree with its views. Just too~ at 
the methods PIRG has used on this campus. 
Posters pasted every three feet on the wall; 
Petitions In avery mailbo)( (Who paid for all 
that wasted paper?); Signs with promises of 
saving $500 by joining PIRG (and then not 
spending $500); letters and articles in 
Grades? 
To the Editors: 
Grades, frequently based on tests, have 
been a method of evaluating the ef· 
fectiveness of education for hundreds of 
years. Whether you call them 0 to 100, A, B, 
C, D, F, or AD, AC, NR, the idea is the seme. 
The professor is summing up his evaluation 
of the student from prescribed feedback into 
a neat little symbol. 
Unfortunately, this feedback Is frequently 
not a good indication of the student's level 
of understanding or merit, and the symbo: 
used to relate the grade is frequently 
inadequate. It is not uncommon for many 
students, especially in a large class, to be 
known to the profeaor only through an-
swers on a test. Is this realty a meaningful 
and constructive method of evaluation? 
The WPI Plan addresses Itself to this 
problem, and reduces the emphasis on graqe 
competition be reducing the number of 
possible grades. Unfortunately, this further 
increases the ambiguity of the symbol, 
especially in the case of the AC. So even if 
the professor was clearly aware of the 
student's merit, the grade wouldn't 
necessarily relate it accurately. 
While a test is frequently not an accurate 
indication of knowledge, en out·of·class 
essay usually is. Here, though, a grade at the 
top of the paper ignores the essay's primary 
purpose, education. If there is time to read 
the paper, there is time to write comments 
on it. Rather than a letter at the top, why not 
8 summary of the professor's thoughts at the 
bottom? 
The WPI Plan recognizes the possibly 
inaccuracy of grades by removing them from 
the graduation requirements. The four items 
which determine graduation, and possible 
honors, are the MOP, the lOP, the suf-
ficiency IS - P, and the competency e)(am. 
But while WPI does not recognize course 
grades as important, employers and graduate 
schools will, and they will receive less 
descriptive grades to judge from. 
. 
Ever 
could Newspeak that in effect say if you llftn't forces 
favor of PIRG then you eith'!r 
consumer rip-offs or you are selfish and findint 
Interested in getting a job with big ends. wav u I could go on and on but I think the Pllilll God 
clear. If PIRG has honorable Intentione gredie 
it should we al 
1. Be willing to collect $4 a year fr011 lllfilin 
students that support it, and not 
everyone to pay and then wait for a = 
2. Stop saturation advertising on 
3. Put the issue to a student vote end ~~ 
abide by the decision of the Tech •"' .. •.oong 
4. Show that it is really inter tulfillin 
hearing what Tech students have to God hi 
about issues and will change its Hll en 
position on any subject if it can be _,.. s 
that PIRG's position is wrong. 
6. Prove that it is Interested in pointlnt 
choices to consumers, not dictating ita 
whims to consumers and bUsiness .... 
If PIRG will meet the above requ· 
then I will be convinced that · it II 
organization that is dedicated to the 
good. If not then it Is just a group ol 
maniacs who want to play G!)d and 
everyone jump and do their bidding. I 
that the students at WPI can evaluata 
evidence and decide which type of 
, Mass PIRG REALLY is. 
Pl 
To tt 
M$ 
•me 
deatt 
nobo 
But what activity can truly be ac 
evaluated? The Plan has added an imnllllll• 
learning tool to the curriculum: the 
Projects are also accurate reflectionl fl 
student's merit, since the student worb• 
one-to-one basis with the profeesor. 
project advisor really knows who the 
is and what he is doing. 
I suggest that couree grades be eli 
Tests would continue to be given 
corrected. but the almighty number 
not be put at the top. The student 
realize his mistakes without being pen•l 
for them and with less of a need to 
competitive. Essays would be returned 
meaningful comments giving ComllJUIII-. 
criticism to both encourage and evafUitl 
student. 
Projects (including POP's), where I 
meaningful evaluation can be made, wl 
just that: evaluated, not graded. A brief I 
paragraph) comment would be placed on 
transcript and the reporf slip for each 
Thus, the perspective employer or g 
school will have a look into the st\.M•ll 
personality and ability to do actual wort, 
just luck in memorizing the right f 
Courses taken should be listed on 
transcript to give an indication of 
student's interest~ and areas of study. 
should be nothing to constitute " f 
(e)(cept not showing up), but 
sho.Jid be encouraged to take a course 
where they feel that they could get mort 
of the coun~e 8 second time. 
Admittedly, the old system has w 
but how well is hard to say. WPI wantl 
change; why not go all the way? If the 
periment fails, at least it will have been trili 
And if students continue to work in ordlrt 
ream rather than to receive symbols. • 
anyone at this college should want to, tNi 
work will be evaluated In a manner me~-.rJ 
ful to both them and their future. 
Gary 
Room painting? Rc Lii 
Pit tl 
To the Editor: 
Strange, I remember way back when in 
December hearing about "Painting your 
room in Riley." Forms were filled out in 
triplicate Itemizing needed utensils (I.e.: 
scrapers, plaster, dropcloth, etc.) and then 
we signed a contract to insure the rooms 
were only painted "school approved colora" 
at or: 
(which was understandable). Then .. IUbj~ 
waited for the ordered suoolies. on, I 
Well, it's been a long time since DecemW 
and no one ~~ heard anything a~ 
painting rooms, even though it would sUtt 
me as beiJJQ a little late now. Perhaps it 
another WPI exercise in Uselessness .• 
A disgruntled Riley occupant 
Letters: 
Maranatha 
Ever thought that lite could be better if you 
cQIIIdJuSt get a few good breaks? Trouble is, 
farC8I beyond our control deprive us of 
1"11•11 (riding our true potential, we run into dead 
-. But do we have to? Isn't there some 
fll'l to beat the odds? 
God has created in each of us the in-
fldlents for greatness and achievement. 
all have at least adequate talents for 
our desires and most importantly for 
.,.cting with God and man so as to 
~ spiritually. This is the most im-
JII!Wit part of our life on earth, to choose 
,. course so as to become a spiritually 
f-ld .. LIIIAII person. If we were animals. then 
•11-111 bodily lusts would be enough, but 
81111 has called us to a higher purpose, to be 
til children, sharing the same favor that His 
_.Son. Jesus Chnst,enjoys. But no man 
1111 make it on his own because his own 
lllfllhness prevents him. from understanding 
llldpracticing the unaeffish lqve of a spiritual 
We find it difficult to look beyond 
~ maners. 
W. are all something like a puzzle, each of 
will be something beautiful when 
each different, the optimum 
we could be. We start with all of the 
face down, and if we never tum any of 
• aga1n 
To the Editors: 
Mass PIRG and its attempts to make WPI 
a member is an Issue that's been beaten to 
IIIIth on this campus; in the past few weeks 
nobody has offered anything new. Perhaps 
tur•'' tome new fight could be shed on the issue by 
Jpclftld· ~Pitting it into two separate parts and 
P<lilll;l ;dging these parts one at a time: Mass 
PIRG, the organization, and the project 
,oup on campus working to make WPI a 
Wmber. 
If you're down on PIRG, what turned you 
off? For a few weeks alf the group had to 
offer was wall-to--wall signs which offered 
llllthing substantial beyond four letters: 
PIRG. What is PIRG? PIRG is coming! Save 
~--~,-- join Mass PIRG and don't spend $500. 
IWia-ll ~ the time posters come out explaining 
whit the acronym stood for and a few vague 
*"tics, the only thing I was impressed with 
- a foolish waste of paper and a sad lack 
ltrul::.lll fl concrete information. The nominal 
a.tings .pffering information were a start, 
llut the approach still resembled an effort to 
lit a thousand-odd signatures more than 
to adequately Inform two thousend 
a period of time came the petition 
through the meif, justified by the fact 
those circulating the petition by hand 
getting nowhere; most people claimed 
I'JUIIIIM• lilt they had already seen it. Many people 
rve talked to. along with myself, never saw 
lhose petitions even once. Even 1f I had, I 
couldn't sign it in good faith; even to this 
date I have seen n~ information about where 
1 WPI student would fit into PIRG. All the 
group has offered IS PIRG's past 
.U.tevements and present efforts and the 
VIgue promise that these and other issues 
would make great lOP material. 
All things considered, it's really no great 
"'Pfise that ,nany people have become 
llllpicious and even hostile toward PIRG. All 
'-'ve been given is a whole lot of b.s., plus 
Invitations to go to meetings and listen to 
M111t we naturally would expect to be more 
b.s., from a group that supposedly tried to 
-h a whole campus person-to--person but 
tvidently ended up talking to the same 
IIIOple over and over. Sorry, gang, but while 
,._,.. .• I have no doubts at all that you've worked 
"-d, I see nothing at all that would let me 
lly it's a good job. 
Rap sessions 
.... 
them over all we will see is blank cardboard · 
a bleak eiCistence because we failed t~ 
recognize and use our God-given talents. 
When we do discover the other side of the 
piece, we get a glimpse at future possibilities. 
But if we stop at the first piece, that's only 
the smallest part of wha1 we could be. The 
best part is to start fitting pieces together. 
Unfortunately, man has long ago lost the 
picture of what he should be; in sinning he 
has rejected the model God offers and tried 
to substitute his own counterfeit. God knows· 
us bene.- than we know oursefves; luckily, he 
still has the picture. On our own we might 
even succeed at fitting a few pieces together 
by trial and error, maybe getting the whole 
border of the puzzle. Time runs out before 
we can fill it in. The only solution is to allow 
God to help, to let Him show us how it all fits 
together. It He can plan the Uniwrse, he will 
certainly succeed in our lives. 
So why not give God a chance to over-
come the frustrations of trying to face life on 
your own. It could be just the bntak you've • 
been looking for. 
We invite yqu to join us at the WPi 
C~tian Bible Fellowship meetings at 7:30 
Thursday nights in Stratton 309. 
Rodney Dill 
It's really a shame. What representatives 
from Mass PIRG I've talked to make me 
believe that they believe in wtlat they're 
doing and would really appreciate WPI's 
contribution to the research from which their 
legal efforts begin. Theoretically we have all 
that's necessary in common: a desire to do 
the right thing. That our orientations ere 
different ("science and technology" vs. 
" liberal arts"l makes WPI and PIRG com-
plements, not opposites. 
Example: nuclear power plants. Should 
nuclear engineers have to fight constant 
legal battles with lawyers (and judged by 
lawyers) who don't understand their 
profession through an endless series of 
injunctions and restraining orders? Or should 
t!$y sit down with those concerned and 
discuss the problem, outside of an adversary 
atmosphere, first? If you find it hard to make 
that choice, you're not thinking and 
shouldn't be creating valid opinions on 
anything. 
Finally,• if you're worried about Mass PIRG 
taking advantage of you and WPI, don't. 
That dangef Is proportional to your own 
gulibilrty and incompetence; .net com· 
petency Is wtiat thii plac•• aM about, lan't it?. 
If you've got a valid point, you should stop in 
and eiCprea it, not avoid your alleged op-
ponents. 
Try1ng to pull.~r~alid facts out of the garbage 
in order to make a rational decision about 
WPI's membership •n PIRG is difficult. But 
very good reasons about WPI's membership 
in PIRG is difficult. But very good reasons for 
membership exist; it would be worth the 
effort to seek them out before re-evaluating 
your stand on the matter. 
II submit this letter anonymously for valid 
reasons that I would be happy to discuss 
with anyone mterested enough to contact 
me v1a Newspeak.) 
Anon. 
P.S. I do take issue with the proposed 
methods for fundlrlg PIRG; one thousand 
interested in becoming memr>ers should be 
just· as willing to go pay their $4 as tl"tey are 
willing to let those not interested to collect 
theirs. However, this is merely a resolvable 
side iSSU& that should be discussed if willing 
people appear. 
last Wednesday night at the Stoddard A unden.tanding the Bible is like understanding 
Pit the discussion started by going two ways chemistry. Parts you can understand on your 
• once; then It seemed to alternate from one own. for other parts you need help. 
llbiect to another; and as the hour wore The next question might be put this way, 
Grl, It just drifted down the st1eam of time, " After reading, what nextr' In this 
ClrrYing us with it. discussiOR we flowed into the age-old area of :emW 
••• 
The first subject centered on the question, salvation and bumped into the notion of 
"Can ordinary people read the Bible?" " frienct.hip with God." In other words, what 
llleaning can we discover the truth that is more is there to salvation that this basic 
llere. Various opin1ons were expressed relationship which we see as friendship? 
translations, readability com- Anyway, come for youl"'l8ff to listen and may 
and the general enalogy thu • .be even rap .• 
Page'! 
Seniors and· comencement 
Degree candidates may purchase their 
caps and gowns in the WPI Bookstore after 
April28. The fee for B.S. caps and gowns is 
seven dollars ($71. 
There will be no tickets for Com-
mencement, but formal invitations will be 
available May 1 in the Placement Office, 
Boynton. Seniors do hot pay for the first six 
invitations. If they want more than she in· 
vitations, however, they may buy them 16 for 
$1). Graduate students must pay for all of 
their invitations. The cost is 6 for $1. 
In order to receive a degree, all seniors 
must pay a ten dollar l$101 diploma fee to the 
Office of the Registrar. Payment must be 
made before May 19. 
Rehearsal for Commencement will be held 
May 16 at 11 a.m. in Harrington Auditorium. 
Degree candidates must attend. lmmediatety 
foftowing rehearsal, the Goat's Head Pub will 
open for Senior Day at the Pub. Between 
noon and 4 p.m .• there will t.t a Geaeaaee 
special. After 4 p.m., the Pub will resume 
normal business. Senior Day at the Pub will 
continue for those who are etill ~tanding. 
The Pub will also be open the night before 
Commencement. Pub hours for Friday, May 
30, will be 4 p.m. to midnight. 
Commencement will be held on Saturday, 
May 31 . The events of the day will begin at 
10:30 a.m. with the ROTC Commissioning in 
the Rose Garden of the Higgins Estate. All 
degree candidates will robe at 1 p.m. at 
Boynton Hall. If candidates are not present at 
1 p.m., their diplomas wiM be removed from 
the presentation pile. Degree candidates wiM 
march across campue ~ to Harrington 
Auditorium. The Commencement eiCercices 
will begin at 2 p.m. in Harrington. Following 
the eiCerclces, there wilt be a reception on the 
quadrangle. Light refreshments will be 
served . 
In the case of Inclement weather, the 
ROTC Commissioning wiU be held In the 
Janet Eerie Room, Alden. Oett'ee can· 
didates will robe at 1 p.m. in Alumni Gym. 
Also, the reception will be held in the Wedge. 
CommeflCeO*'It speaker will be Kenneth 
E. Boulding. prof...., of ~ It 1he 
University of COkndo, and Director of 
Research on General, Social, and Economic 
Dynamics at the lnltitute of Behavic)ql 
Science. Mr. lou~ Is the author of 
several books and ha taught at a number of 
colleges and universities. 
-
IQP solution to 
"security" here 
T C'l the Edito": 
College? Yeah, I'll go. Courses? Yeah, I'd 
like to take this followed by that. Graduation? 
No ~roblem. Just a few years and I'll be pn 
eng1neer. 
Does this ring a bell? For some of you it 
may, for me it did, until I realized what the 
Plan sctuslly had to offer, not only in 
educational developmental possibilities but 
also personal ones. 
Projects? Excellent idea. All you need to do 
Is an MOP, IQP, sufficiency and you're out. 
Basically a simple process, requiring some 
hard work, and you're an engineer. Or are 
YOU? 
Have you honestly sat down and con-
templated the realm of possibilities available 
to you at this school. Granted a BS is only a 
stepping stone to ftJrther educational 
develppment however what about your 
personal development. It is im~ative that 
one realize that one day, you will be forced to 
deal with the outside world, not just the 
campus, not just your roommate, not just 
your professor, not just your calculator bot 
with PEOPLE. 
Pemepelam addf..-ing myMtto only the 
freshmeQ. sophomores, and some funkn. 
And for thole of you who feel you've heiwd it 
all before, you may .. wen read something 
else, more in·line with your interests. 
Schoolts security. Perhaps going to WPI is 
even more secure. Jobs are relatively easy to 
get if you have the right qualifications. So 
where is the problem? The problem does not 
lie in intelligence for certainly you would not 
be at WPI if you weren't fairly intelligent. The 
problem does not lie in self-discipline 
becaus~ I reel it takes a great amount of self-
discipline to stay and achieve at this school. 
However there is one question that I feel too 
many people avoid. That being the question 
of social interaction with your comrades. I'm 
not saying that the social interaction we have 
on campus is bad, becaUM, I am not talking 
about that. What I'm talking about is pl8in, 
everyday interaction with and awarenesa of 
the peope you are working with, or for. An 
awareness of the wOrld around you. 
This is where I feel many people overlook 
the imOiications involved in doing an IQP. 
Once you have initiated or completed 81) lOP 
you are aware, hopefully, of the wor1d 
around you. That is, I feel, the main idea 
behind it's incorporation into the degree 
requirements. 
Wheth• you attempt a lOP in:.WOfC81&ar 
or Waihlngton, ~ is imP. at we th8t ''v'OO 
realiz!l the ramifationa of doiog such a 
project in the first place. I know you can read 
it in the Catalog. But the catalog is not an 
end, It is a means. A means by which you , 
the individual, may develop into a person. 
For tha is what engineers are made of -
people. 
Perhaps I'm a bit biased because of the 
fact that I choN to do IllY lOP in D.C. I am 
rather dismayed by the fact that sucn a smell 
number of people have lhown an iotereM in 
D.C. for next v-r. Granted there ere nJtny 
worthwhile 'projecta In Worcester ~
thei'e.,. eleo ~""Worthwhile projtlcts here 
in D.C. 
Many of you may have already made a 
commitment to a Worcester-based project. 
However to those of you who haven't, I 
strongly urge you to honestly assess yourself 
and the possibilitY of a D.C. project Granted 
you may have loved ones in Worcester or at 
home however I doubt that they ate capable 
of giving you the tnnovative type of 
education that is available here. For those of 
you who have work problems - If you can 
possibly give it up for seven weeks, it's wonh 
1t. And finally, for those of you that don't 
give a damn, go on to the next article. Thank 
you. 
John C. Msngillglt Jr. 
Big brother/sister program 
Last week April 20-26 Worcester and the 
nation celebrated National Volunt81f' Week. I 
thought this an opportune time to bring to 
the student bodies attention the work of the 
Big Brother-Big Sisters AISOCietion of 
Worcester County. This organization is one 
of the fastfit growing volunteer groups in 
the arN as well as being one of the most 
effective. 8riefty Big Brother-Big Sisters 
concerns itsetf with a fatherless boy or 
mother1ess girl matched with a respKtive 
adult In a one to one relationship for the 
mutual betterment of both •. They meet once 
a week usually to engage in some activity 
that they both enjoy. 
11, SAE I, indep8ndents 1. Although 1'm 
from KAP I'll be the first to admit that there 
are many potentially outstanding volunteers 
from other groups in the school. The need 
for thoM volunteers is preesing. Thera is 
always a long waiting list for Big Brottwr. 
and Big Sisters with eighty very amdous boyl 
and girts pr8180tly waiting for a volunteer. 
Pre-requisites for joining aren't many. You 
don't need a car. You don't have to live in the 
area during tha summer. All that Is needed is 
a few hours of your time a week and a 
tremendous desire to help someone nwch 
less fortunate that you or I. 
I find our more call either EICecutlve 
Director Phil San Fillippo 762-7868 or Ed 
Presently Worcester Tech has tw6nty-flve Robillard 767-9971 or drop down and visit the 
volunteer Big Brothers. The dlatribution downtown office located at 340 Main St., 
though Is l1l(hef unbatan*: FIJI · 12, I(AP • Worcest«. 
Student Government minutes • 
April 17, 1975 
A Student Government meeting was held 
in the Liu•ci'Y Seminar Room on April 17, 
1975 at 7:00 p.m, The presiding officer was 
Pres George Hefferon. 
meeting: 
Present at this 
George Hefferon 
John Smith 
PeteTordo 
Eric Hertz 
Mike Irwin 
Rusty Hunter 
Bill Guidice 
Lence Sunderlin 
Norton Bonaparte 
President 
Secretary 
IFC Pr.,sident · 
Academic Comm. Chair. 
76Rep. 
Social Co-Chaitman -
Ind. Rep. 
Dorm. Comm. Chair. 
CHB Chief Justice 
'76 Rep. JlmHall , 
Joe Jones 
ABSENT: 
Concerned Students Chair. 
Bill Cunningham 
Mike Severino 
Kevin Voecks • 
John Ronne 
'nRep. 
SAB Chairman 
78Rep. 
Social Co-Cheir. 
Jim Hall reed his proposal to prohibit 
outside organizations from selling Mything 
on campus withOut Student Affairs per-
mission. The proposal was discussed and 
Jim Hall is re-writing the proposal for the 
next meeting. 
Next the question of appointment to 
faculty standing committees was ""uased. 
The faculty has sent the E.C. guidelines to 
ensure that good people are appointed this 
year. A procedure was discussed and ap-
pears In this ·paper. This will be done after 
class elections.: 
The Mass. Student lobby will be on 
campus the weekend of April 26, 1975 an-
nounced Eric Hart~ 
Class elections and the forum was 
discussed The idee of video-tapes was 
dropped because of the time problem. The 
possibility of a forum was d'JSCussed and 
passed by a vote of the E. C. They will be held 
in the Pub. The publicity regarding the forum 
will be sent tr) '*'••dent' via campus mail. 
, 
Norton Bonaparte announced that 
nominations for the faeulty appointment to 
the CHB would be in on Apr~l 21 and the 
position would be filled by a vote of the EC 
on April 24. l'hiS: policy was adapted by ~ 
majority vote of the Executive Council. This 
would be an open meeting to get some 
feedback. 
It was stated that a summary of every 
meeting will appear in Newspeak including a 
list of those present and also those who were 
absent. George stated that he would like to 
see some kind of motivation for attending 
student government meetings. This was 
discussed for a while and this was tabled to a 
future date. 
The 'pOssibility of S:Omeone having two 
votes on the E. C. was discussed as it is 8 VfKY 
real possibility for next year. No conclusion 
was reached. 
George Hefferon read a letter he drefted to 
be sent to Dean Reutlinger condemning the 
Dean's new parking resolution and in par-
ticular amnesty. (The letter appears In this 
week's N~k by a vote of the E.C. 4-17· 
75). George's letter was amended to in-
clude 8 proposal that the income of fines 
should be donated to a scholarship fund. 
Since Student Government meetings are 
now recOf'ded on tape, a question was raised 
by Bill Giudice on the disposition of the 
tapes.. The purpose of the tapes was stated 
and discussion ensued. The ftnal, accepted 
copy of the minutes is not the tape, not these 
summaries, but a final written transcript of 
the tapes. The final concensue was that the 
tapes are ok but the official minutes are 
those that are written. 
The next meeting was announced for 
Thureday, April24, 1975 at 7:16 in the LibtafY 
Seminar Room. The meeting was closed at 
8:20 p.m. by George Hefferon. 
Respectfully submitted 
John Smith 
Student Government Sec. 
IFC Corner: 
Theta Chi 
The brothers ot ., heta Chr want to 
welcome and extend congratulations to our 
new officers who were recently installed. 
Congratulations, Steve Goodwin, President, 
Paul Landino, Vice President, Steve 
• Ciavarini, Secretary, Paul Cadorette 
Treasurer, Steven Salvatore, Pledge marshal, 
Bill Heberling, Rush Chairman and Michael 
Crawley, Chaplin. Best of luck to all of you, 
and may all your problems be small one'sl 
We all want to eiCtend a big THANK YOU 
to all the out-going officers, especially to Eric 
Paulson, our past president, for doing an 
Pledge Marshal, and Dr. Frank M. Matthews, 
National Historian. We also had brothers 
from our Beta (M.I.T.), Gam~ (University of 
Maine), Epsilon Theta (Tufts University), and 
Eta Delta (Babson College) Chapters. The. 
weekend was very enlightening for all the 
brothers especially with the two hour speech 
presented by our National President OQ 
Theta Chi and why it's one of the best and 
biggest in the Nation. We want to thank all 
those who helped to make that weekend 
possible. 
eiCcellent job in making Theta Chi what it is • We are planning on having a party on May 
today, a united and psyched house. 9, our last for this school year, and would like 
On the weekend of April 1 B, we hosted our • to take this opportunity to extend an in--
regional Conference "Tea Party'', which vitation to the whole of the W.P.I. student 
turned out to be a.great success! We had in body to attend. The party will begin at 9 p.m. 
attendance George T. Kilavos, National with music provided by "Run Or('. Hope to 
President RirhArd L. McCauley, National see you therel 
The new news review 
This is a news review of the past week. We community aware of the outside world. We 
are printing it in order to help make the WPI would like to have your comments on it. 
Thieu resigns under pressure 
(NYT) The Saigon government 1s moving O'ldndate to make final agreements with the 
rapidly to meet all Viet Cong demands for a Vtet Cong. The communist threat to destroy 
government acceptable to them, and the Saigon continues, but another danger is the 
Communists indicated privately Friday their possibility that • some in tensely anti-
tentative approval of the proceedings. It was communist groups, including officers and air 
eiCpected that retired Gen. Duong Van Mihn force pilots, may decide on their own to 
would be named interim chief of state, with a undertake a final battle. 
- Evacuation of South Vietnamese continues 
(NYTJ Every 18.mmutes, one ot the g1ant nam~ relatives of, or employees of 
planes operating In the American air1ift from Americans. They are the vanguard of the 
South Vietnam lands on Guam in the 132.000 South Vietnamese the government 
Western Pacific with another load of ; has authorized to be admitted to the United 
refugees from Saigon, mostly South Viet- States. 
Senate passes public :service bill 
INYTI Voting 53 to 14, the Senate passed and keep workers ott unemployment in-
a $6.1 billion appropriations bill that would surance and welfare. The bill goes to a 
either create or continue a million public conference with the House, which passed a 
service jobs to both stimulate the economy slightly different version six weeks ago. 
Sweden to deport four German terrorists 
(Reuters) Sweden announCftd tonight 
that she would deport four of the five West 
German terrorists captured Friday after a 
seige at the West German Embassy, in 
Stockholm, in which part of the building was 
blown up. 
The fifth member of the group suffered 
burns over 40 per cent of his bodv and 
cannot be moved at this stage. 
April 24, 1975 
A Student Govemment meetl~ was held and Eric Hertz received criticism by lfWII 
in the Library Seminar Room on April '2~. n1M\bers while Rusty's proposal was-
1975 at 7:15p.m. The presiding offiCer was. ~the next meeting. 
Pres. George Hefferon. Present at this tl'eorge Hefferon related the highlintt 
meeting were: hW: meeting with Dean Reutlhtger, lit 
George Hefferon President plrfll6nted the letter stating the St~ 
John Smith Secretary GoVernment's opinion about the 
Mike Irwin ,. 75 Rep. amnesty list. Dean Reutlinger stated 
Mike Severino SAB Chairman would not refund the money which 
Pete Tordo IFC President collected prior to the amnesty date. 
Joe Jones Concerned Students Chair. 8:1j18CUtive council was of the opinion 
Lance Sunder1in Dorm. Comm. Chair. aMneSty list was not in the bes1 int•••INI• 
Bill Giudice Independent Rep. the students. To date $2000.00 hal 
Kent Baschwitz (ProiCy: Jim Halll '76 Rep. collected and $3000.00 was owed. lA 
Rusty Hunter Social Co-Chair. letter, the Executive Council rAI''n"'""'"" 
Norton Bonaparte CHB Chief Justice that the money be put toward a 
Kevin Voecks 78 Rep. fund. Dean Reutlinger did not like ~~ 
Dean Brown S.G.Advisors Dean Reutlinger did sune that if a 
ABSENT: brought to the Campus Hearing 
Eric Hertz Academic Chairman he lost, he would refund the 
Bill Cunningham 'n Rep. whole, Dean Reutlinger did not 
John Ronna Social Co--Chair. nesty was a good solution, but It 
ANNOUNCEMENTS best option open to him. A vote waa 
Maas. Student Lobby meeting this send a copy of the letter to Newspe~~ 
weekend on campus In the wedge. motion was passed. 
Everybody is invited. Class elections are this Next. the debate moved to the 
Thureday, May 1st. People were drafted to taking Dean Reutfinger to the 
wortt. Haering Board. The pros pnd cone 
Faculty Representative to the Campus discussed. A motion waa made to 
Hearing Board was elected. The nominated t•t case of this and take Dean RAlcJtlh._A.I 
faculty members were: WiHiam \Seaman, the Campus Hearing Board to .rafuncl 
John Boyd, Bob Wagner, Tom Keil, Jerry paid befortt April 9, 197'6. The motion 
Weiss, and Wlliam Miller. Discussion passed by a majority of those preMnt. 
Followed concerning the nominee; In a Executive Council discuseed the 
secnrt ballot, John Boyd wes elected by a proceed with expediency seeing the 
majority of tho8e present. the term and the veer were coming '4UII~,• 
A letter was drafted by Bill Cunningham to . A gr~p was established to study and fill 
be sent to important legislators to express charges with the CHB. 
our dismay with regards to the five per cent The open forum was announced for 
Mass. meel tax. elections and the times established. 
The debate resumed regarding outside ~ meeting was schedul8d for May 6, 
interests soliciting on campus. Two 7:15p.m. in the library Seminar Room. 
proposals were submitted. One by Eric Hertz meeting was closed by George at 8:30 
and Jim Hall. The other by Rusty Hunter. R8SJl8!Ctfullv aubniitted, 
The present policy was reviewed . and John Smith 
considered usetess. The proposaJ by Jim Hall Student Government Secretarv 
see related material, page one 
11The Miser'' at Holy Cross 
by John Wsllsce 
Observing that talent is golden, Fenwick 
Theatre was in no way miserly in its 
production of "The Miser". Jean-Baptiste 
Poquelin (Moliere), a seventeenth century 
playwright-actor of Paris, wrote "The 
Miser", a comedy and one of his better 
known 'works. It is a farce, dealing with 
money, love and life in general. (In that 
order.) 
The production itself was hilarious. It was 
great! I'm not saying that there weren't jokes 
flubbed by .the actors; there were many. But 
their percentage was high enough to keep 
the audience rolling. 
The eiCcellent acting and direction ac-
counted for the majority of the production·~ 
success. The script itself leaves a lot of room 
for the director to manipulate the comedy, 
and director, Donald llko, filled the gaps 
perfectly. His ideas and modernizations 
greatly enhanced the comedy. At tirpes, the 
actors teased with the audience, which drew 
them deeper and deeper into the spirit of the 
play. 
I wouldn't be fulfilling my duty 
mentioning the divine efforts of David 
the portrayed Harpagon,· the miser. • 
characterization and idiosyncrasies -. 
excellent! Unfortunately for 
David is graduating this year with ov• 
shows under his belt. He plans 
professional acting school next year. 
Also, three cheers for Warren Manzi 
played Maitre Jacques, .a most 
buffoon who drew the applause and 
preciation of the entire audience. 
All in all, "The Miser" was an exc.._. 
production. I only wish I could see it -
but unfortunately, I cau\Jht the last shcJI. 
Fenwick is a very comfortable theatre at H* 
Cross, and shows produced there are If 
notch .. The Entre' Actors Guild wil II 
prodiJclng ·Noel Coward's "Hay Fever'' 
8·11 and 15; 18. Entr' Actors is a cornmll•'• 
group which produces at Fenwick 
Show time is eight and student tickett 
$1.50. Retervations are important; 
shows sell out. Just call Fenwick Theatrltl 
Holy Cross before the performance. 
See you there! 
Army ROTC Scholarships 
The Department of Military Science Is 
pleased to announce that the following 
soptlomores have been awarded two--year 
Army ROTC sdlolarships: 
Marc N. Richard 'n; Peter A. Rudman 'n; 
Theodore J. Tamburro 'n; Anthony D. 
Theoharides 'n. 
scholarship allocated to it for its top 
pllcant with the remaining 19 being 
to the best qualified of the remaining IP' 
pllcants. 
The scholarships were awarded 
basis of academic records, 
activities, and appearance before an 
terview board consisting of two officers, 
school representatives, and the senior 
in the ROTC program at the school. 
81 
pi 
81 
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These scholarships are awarded on a 
competitive basis throughoLJt the First ROTC 
Region which consists of the 110 schools In 
tHe eastern United States which host the 
Army ROTC program. This year, there were 
129 two-year scholarships allocated to the 
First ROTC Region. Each school had one 
These scholarships will pay all tuition, ,_ 
books, and $100 per month for '""''11111'•• 
expenses. 
-tuetdliY• Apr il 29, 1975 NEWSPEAK 
Spirit of '76 successl 
J.P. Weekend, 1975, will easily go down as the most undisputedly successful social 
events at WPI for a long time. Friday night's concert gave us two groups who put together a 
shOW that was at the very least entertaining. Saturday night's Junior Prom was made a 
~ess by careful preparations and a well-chosen band. The list goes on; the only real hitch 
in'the weekend was Saturday' s weather. 
Those responsible are to be commended for a job very well done. They are: John Smith 
and Lance Sunderlin, J .P. co-chairmen; Kent Baschwitz and Karen Bird, tickets and 
publici ty; John Forster and Alan King, set-up, clean-up, and security; lynne Buckley and 
Billy Johnson, "food ' n' booze", Jim Hall and Mary Pole nick, Country Fair; and those ever· 
present nameless hunkies we never see who must get their satisfaction out of a successful 
effort. 
The fittmg end to the story is that it appears that the weekend nearly broke even 
financially. 
Well done, J .P. Committee. 
Friday's Blood Sweat and Tears 
[Photo: Mike WagMr) 
Saturday's Activities 
Thank You from 
Co_untry Fair Committee 
The Country Fair Committee would like to 
thank everyone who helped to make 
Saturday as enjoyable as possible. We offer a 
special thanks and an apology, for the in· 
clement weather, to all the groups that 
sponsored booths. We would also like to ex-
press our appreciation to those people who 
donated Baked Goods. This booth was sold 
out before the rain started. 
We were glad to see that the rain didn' t 
dampen the "Spirit of '76 Chariot Race." 
Eleven chariots were entered. Prizes were 
given to SAE - fastest, Sigma Pi ~ best 
design, and ATO - Best overall. Special 
recognition should be given to the Stoddard 
B Girls and their liberty Bell Chariot, as the 
first non-fraternity organization to enter the 
races. We hope more independent groups 
will follow their example and get psyched for 
next year' s races. 
The winner of the Ugly Man on Campus 
Contest was Dick Hopkinson sponsored by 
ATO. 
Jim Hall and Mary Polanik 
Country Fair Coordinators 
Hh of the Country F•ir: Sigma PI LllddtH Climb [Photo: Mlh Wagn.-J 
Bib Reca [Photo: Mile• W•gn.,-'J 
WIYK Booth (Photo: Mike W•gn.,-J 
• 
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Class of 1976 
Vice-president 
David Graham 
For the pelt veer. 1 have ...-ved .. v~ 
Pre.ident of the Claa of 1976. I am now 
seeking re-election. This pat year In officf 
has provkled me with a greet dell of ex· 
perience In handling eta. effelrs. 
88caute I feel that the Senior year of 
college i1 the rno.t important year, I believe 
clns offices should be fflled with rel'-ble 
people. Theofflcers should be wiRing to work 
and repre~N~nt the needs of the members of 
the clesa. , 
If I am elected, I wUI try to AtWfy the nlliedt 
of the c1818. If elected, I hope that mem~ 
of the clela will come to me with their 
suggestions and Idea. so that we can work 
together. 
Class Representative 
Lynne Buckley . 
I am seeking the opportunity to represent 
the class of 1976 in the Student Government. 
After living on campus for three years and 
being Involved in activities of our clus such 
as the Junior Prom Committee, I feel I can 
James Hall 
I am running for re-election to the office of 
Student Representative for the Class of 1976. 
In the past thrt.e years at WPI, I have been 
quite active in Student Government, not only 
by serving as the Student Representative to 
our claS$ but also as a chairman of a com-
mittee on the Committee of Concerned 
Students. I don't know everything there Is to 
capably repreeent our class. I have the In-
terest and I am willing to do the work. Show 
some Spirit of '76 and vote for the candidate 
of your choice on Thursday, May 1, in 
Daniels Hall 
know about Student Government but I am 
devoted to the offtee and have worlted hard 
in the past years. Student Government takes 
an integral part In the decisions that affect 
students at WPI, so please carefully consider 
your vote when you cast it on Thursday, May 
1. 
lndependant Representative 
Elizabeth McCauley 
"'A~ •.. .It'a election time agaln.'1 As a stodent at WPI, It Is very easy to get 
"So what?" involved. You can write a letter to ttl€ 
Well, this is what: student govemn-tent, you can attend the 
... Old you know that the student govern- meetings, or you can vote for the candidate 
ment makes recommendations to the school you feel is best suited for the office. 
on issues such as PIRG, the student body's I wouldn't be running for office unless I felt 
opinion on the granting of amnesty to I was capable of representing you. I have 
pari(ing violators? attended a few of the meetings in the past 
... Old you also know that the student 
government is responsible for expressing the 
views of the WPI student population on 
various state and national programs such as 
the Ox-Fam of America hunger drive, the 
Massachusetts meal tax, WPI's participation 
•n the Massachusetts Student Lobby? 
•.. Old you also realize that the student 
~overnment initiates action on behatf of the 
.tudents such as preventing possible 
t1arassment of the students by outside 
groups solicitating on campus? 
Karlis Viceps 
What 1san Independent Representative for 
Student Government? An independent 
representative Is one who represents those 
students that do not belong to fraternities 
As a candidate for this position, I am sur-
prised at the number of students that had 
never heard of this office. 
If ele<:ted, I ,will do my best to makt 
and I have seen how our student government 
works. One thing that I feel is very necessary 
is the representative's ability to examine the 
issue from all sides before taking a stand on 
the issue and voting. I think I am capable of 
that. 
So why don't you take some time and get 
•nvolved? It only takes a few minutes to vote, • 
or, if you want to know more about various 
issues, come to the Forums - they're there 
to let the students know more about the 
issues and the candidates. 
Please, don't forget to vote! 
students aware that they have a represen-
tative to whom they can give ideas, com-
plaints and suggestions for a more worthy 
campus life. For those that would like to 
meet the candidates, be sure to attend the 
open forums In the Pub. Remember, elec-
tions are on Thul'8day, May 1st. 
On Thursday, Aprll17, 1975 tiNt C.mpus Hearing Board found 
two students chllrgecl with violation of Section C Article 1 and 
Section D of tiNt WPI campn code, not guilty due to insufficient 
evidence. 
On Tuesday, Aprll2f, 1975 at 3:00 the C.mpus Hearing Board 
will meet In the Archlvts Room of the library. the' case being 
hurd is Skull vs. a WPI student. He has been .charged with for-
cibly entering Skull tomb, and stealing various r~rds,, 
ceremonial robes and other property belonging to SKULL. 
Class ele 
Class of ·1977 
Pr-esident 
Raymond Baker 
I, ~ymond A. Baker, a-n running for the 
Office of President of the ct.a of ·n. not 
becauM of what I obeerved about cia. 
function• and activities but becauM of what I 
didn't obaerve. When I aaoclate with my 
fellow claametes, I obeeMt a group of 
creative, talented, end imeglnatiw people, ell 
working toward their own goela within the 
spirit of the WPI Plan. When I obMrve cleu 
government, I'm afraid I ..... a black hole 
within a beautiful and stimulating campus. 
People are not born being apathetic. 
Apathy Is conditioned into people. In order 
for a person to actively use their mind and 
intellect to the fullest extent, one needs to b& 
presented with the opportunity. One has to 
be notified about activities In which the 
student can participate and be creative to the 
benefit of himself and otherS. The reason 
student and class government Is considered 
ineffective, is that the people outside the 
claa offiCerS are not given the opportunity to 
be creative within their class and student 
government. The questions I ask are: Did you 
read anything about "Class of 'n" news in 
NttWSPHk7 Do you know the functions of 
class government? Did you go to any ·•class 
of 71" meetings open to the members of the 
"Class of 71"7 What did the "Class of 71" 
do this year, except put on a louay mixer? 
These are questions that the majority of the 
students cannot answer or answer 
negatively. 
The reason is: students haven't had the 
opportunity to participate or hear about our 
class functions. I would like to see an ef-
fective student government, where everyone 
has and Is given the opportunity to share 
their ideaa and creativity with the officers 
and the class. I would like to see an effective 
student government that makes information 
available to all students, about its functions. 
Gary Graham 
As you all know it Is time for elections 
again. I am writing this article for two 
reasons. The first is obvious. This is to Inform 
you that I have decided to enter the electioo 
for president of the class of •n. 
The second reason is to encourage all 
members of our class to make an effort to 
vote in the elections. It is the voting members 
of the class who hold the future government 
of our class in their pens. Therefore, you 
have the choice of using your vote to put 
your candidate into office, or if you choose 
One of the functiona of a clasa Q0V11ft1o, 
ment Ia to help provide a healthy social ~ 
moephere by IPOf*)ring varioua claa w. 
tivities. At WPI, this means "Let's have t 
Mixer." I have attended cJesa of 74 m .. 
class of 75 mixers, claae of '76 mixers_ '"' 
class of 77 mixers, and they have all lpf 
peered exactly the same, and honestly, Ill 
majority of students cOnsider theee identicll 
Mixers somewhat poor. My questions flfl( 
Why are all the mixers Identical? Ia there a • 
rule book on how a mixer should be run? If 1 
majority of students find these miult 
somewhat less appealing, why aren't thlr 
changed? The only way to make Tech socill 
avents enjoyable is to incorporate 1111 
creative ideas of all students and give 1111 
students opportunities to be mort 
imaginative within the social life at Tech. I 
hope I can help bring about new creatiw 
ideas for a healthy social life. 
"VOTE FOR BAKER, HE'S NO FAKER. n 
VOTE FOR RAY, HE'S OKAY". The prevlow 
line is the only campaign slogan you will • 
from me. It is my firm conviction that 1hl 
only way a person can vote conscientioullr 
in an election is to look at the issues and to 
listen to the candidates, not from looking • 
various posters and slogans that only w.-
paper and pollute, desecrate, and defile our 
beautiful campus. Therefore, I will not w.-
paper and foul our campus with posters, but 
urge you to talk to me and the other cen-
didates. If you don't know me, ask someone 
I will try to hang around the wedge for lhl 
next few days and will willingly talk to 
anyone about issues, philosophy, ther· 
modynamica, sports, or anything you Willi 
to bullshit about, but please be active. 
to abstain you are trusting your felloW 
classmates to vote for the candidate who II 
best qualif-.ed for the position. The beiC 
candidate is the person who is willing to be 
hard working and dedicated to .. 
classmates. 
A good class president is very important 10 
I hope you exercise your right to vote for the 
candidate you think best. I think I am the 
best candidate. Please vote for Gary Graham. 
president of the class of ·n. 
Vice-president 
Dennis Metrick 
If you are a member of the Class of ·n. 1 
am seeking your support on Thursday, May 
1. In my freshman year and during the past 
year, I have learned to work with others and 
get things done. I am willing and able to work 
for you and to get involved in what I am 
doing. I am willing to listen to the ideas of 
others and give them serious consideration. 
So I ask you to vote for: Oennla Metrick. Vice 
President, Class of '77. 
COMMUTER REPRESENTATIVE 
Because nobody submitted petition for this office, the 
commuter receiving the most write-in votes on the 
Commuter \Ballot will be-the Commuter Representative 
to the Executive Council. 
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J. P. Chairpersons 
Chito-Perry 
0o you remember the cage ball game 
"*""n year? That was the first of many 
_..we did as a class. Then came the rope-
pul at Homecoming in 1973, the first class 
tlldiOO. the seven and seven's donated to 
.. 1974 Marathon Basketball game, and the 
tel class of 71 sponsored mixer. These are 
..,. of the memories you'll have of WPI. In 
• next two years there will be more things 
10 rwnernber, and one of the biggest will be 
dll class of 197Ts Junior Prom. 
We think that our past participations on 
..,us show that we have the Interest and 
CIPibilities to be JP Co-Chairmen. In the 
D' Ambra-Hollisan 
JP weekend is consideted one of the major 
_,ts in the limited but expanding social life 
here at Tech. The social committee throws in 
.S,IXX> out of everyone's social fee to help 
compensate for losses. Are you getting your 
money's worth? 
In the two years we've been here we have 
been far from pleased by the way things have 
been run on past J P weekends, or for that 
m1tter, by the social committee. We think 
lhtt John Ronna and Rusty Hunter will 
,...ly 1mprove the way that the social 
committee operates, and we will be working 
very closely with them next year in order to 
constructively help. 
However, there's still that one big 
weekend run by the junior class. The people 
Who make decisions for this or any other 
IOCial event should be experienced in these 
m1tters, and they should know what's 
hlppening in the world of music, particularly 
along the way of balancing the budget. 
While just abvut anyone willing to put In 
the effort can handle the other usual events 
of the weekend, the production of a concert, 
which we feel is the main event, takes an 
IW8feness of how well an act will go over. 
This depends on the performers' talent and 
popularity and the cost of the ticket buyer. 
In the past two years, groups have been 
booked here because they had a coupfe of hit 
tingles (with the exception of the excellent 
Jerry Garcia-Mer! Saunders concert). The 
reasoning behind this is the assumption that 
the vast majority of Teehies have never heard 
of and therefore would not go see anybody 
that does not play the kind of music that 
makes the Top 40 charts. Although many 
students here, particularly those who have 
llled this premise, fit this billing, we feel that 
Leblanc-Stratouly 
Junior Prom weekend is one of the most 
meaningful and enjoyable weekends of the 
lthool year. We feel that we heve the talent 
llld sincerity to make next year's Junior 
Prom weekend one of the best weekends 
Mr. Hopefully, we will be able to involve a 
lli'ge number of fellow classmates in the 
Macfarland-Stultz 
This article Is to Introduce you to Will 
Macfarland and Nickle Stultz, running for 
Co-C. •• airmen of the Junior Prom Committee. 
Our decision to run is based on our ex-
l*ience and know-how coupled with our 
desire to keep up the quality of the Junior 
Prom Weekend. The decision making policy 
of THE J.P. Committee will be based on a 
QUestionnaire used to determine preferences 
lf the class. 
Although without as much experience as 
Will, Nickle has the willingness and the 
pest two years we have I«V8d on and 
worked cloeely with the social committee. 
Perhaps aome of you recall eeeing us one 
rainy day last spring sitting on a aee-aaw in 
front of Riley Hall. Well that "crazy" stunt 
resulted In over $200 for the women's crew. 
We spent much of the summer of 74 
working with Student Affairs on the fresh· 
man orientation program for the class of 78. 
Last fall we helped to bring you the Bump 
and Boogie nights at the Pub. 
As candidates for JP Co-Chairmen, we 
would like to help make ours one of the best 
JP weekends yet. 
this Is an insult to the majority of students 
here. As evidence of this we site the poor 
attendance at the major concerts in the last 
two years. (How many have you been to 
yoursetf?l Also, there have been large 
crowds at some of the more talented but 
lesser known acts in the Pub (e.g. John 
Payne). 
On the past two JP weekends we have 
been treated to groups that lived and died 
five to ten Y!'ars ago but are still getting high 
prices because of their old hit singles. The 
weekends as a whole have appealed to a very 
narrow segment of the WPI community. We 
would rather have events that appeal to a 
much wider cross section of the people at 
Tech. • 
You may have noticed that there have 
recently been a large number of acts in our 
price range touring through the area. While a 
lot of people liked BS&T, we think that 
better acts could have been booked which 
would have made it unnecesaary to sell 
tickets In Boston and at UMass in order to 
get people to come. Perhaps you've heard 
about the incredible concerts put on by Hot 
Tuna at Holy Cross and John Mclaughlin at 
Clark on the same weekend. Yet these 
groups are much less expensive. 
If you'd like more overpriced, under· 
talented, commercial acts at Tech, you'll be 
disappointed if we're elected. But if yo~'d 
like your money spent on some of the better 
rock, jazz, blues or folk musicians in New 
England next spring, you'll get out and vote 
for (Up) Chuck 0' Ambra and Raffl (Weed) 
Hollisian of the Wastos for next year's JP 
weekend co-chairpersons. Any questions, 
~all 756-8046 or 791-5438. 
active construction of the weekend, thus 
making it more related to the students' 
wishes. Finally, we ask that all students take 
the time to vote on May first. Thank you, 
Henry LeBlanc and Brian Stratouly for JP 
Co-Chairmeo. 
capabilities to promote an excellent 
weekend. Will has the experience to run a big 
weekend and has taken an active part and 
worked closely with the Social Committee on 
most of the big weekends in the last two 
years. He is one of the only sophomores who 
has worked on both J . P. Weekends. 
We hope everyone will vote on Thursday, 
May 1 and consider closely the importance of 
this decision. ' · · 
. 
RELAX at College C.mp this summer (June 1-14). Come spend a 
week in Rowe, Mass. In t~ Berkshlres, with other college 
students. Contact Lib Shelley, 14'12 Elm St., Milford, N.H. 03055, 
603--673-1230. 
Class of 1978 
President 
Dean Arvidson 
My name is Dean Arvidson and I am 
running for the President of the class of '78. 
If you're like me, you've probably wondered 
what the Class President haa been doing for 
the past year. I believe the claaa deleNw to 
know what is going on during the year. 
That's why I am running for Pn..ident.' lf I am 
Jon Lawrence 
My name is Jon lawrence and I'm ruMing 
for the Class of 78 President. I feel that if the 
class was better organized it would ac-
complish more for the students. I can think 
of many ideas which a class such as ours 
could do. Beyond just mixers, we could 
sponsor outside entertainment in the Pub 
elected I wil conlider It my duty to keep the 
clast Informed of the dutiel and actions of 
the clasa officers. By keeping everyone 
informed, I hope it will unite the clau which 
is another important duty of the President 
and ia something that certainly needs to be 
done. 
and good movtee at minimal cost. 
My qualifications are that of a detNred 
participant and willingneu to put in the time 
which is what the job really requires. I won't 
make any promises of drastic new changes, 
but I will say that I can bring about Increased 
student involvement. 
Vice-president 
Paul Angelica 
My basis for running for the office of Vice-
President of the Class of '78 is centered on · 
· two questions: 1) Really, how together is the 
clas1 of '78 and 2) how together can it be? If 
this cl.!asa work8 together and is organized as 
a unit as much as possible only then is 
headwiiY made. Having had previous ex-
perience in student government I understand 
Jayne Franciose 
I want the office of Vice President of the 
Sophomore class, because I feel that I can 
give true justification to the office. Being the 
present Secretary of our class I've seen ~ 
certain lnadequencies that surrounds the 
Freshman class, but the limitations of 
secretary prevented me from attacldng these 
inadequacies. Therefore, this year I'm 
Tina Tuttle , ,.. 
Hll I am running for the office of Vice 
President of the Class of '78, After being here 
for three tet ms I have become well aqualnted 
with both members of the class and the 
school. I feel that this will enable me to best . 
represent the interests of the class in• the" 
Secretary 
Cyndy Gryniuk 
I would like to serve as secretary of the 
class of 1978. My involvement in student 
government would provide a valid mean for 
me to utilize my interests in the affairs of our 
class. As secretary, I would put forth my best 
and appreciate the responsibility involved 
and also the time needed for the office of 
Vice-President. I will use the power of the 
office to ita fullest to satisfy the needs of next 
years Soph~e class on the WPI campus. 
I would appreciate your support not only on 
election day, but also in the upcoming scholl 
year. 
running for the office of Vice Preaident; it 
would give me the authority to organize our 
claaa, keep it together and make changes. 
I'm not going to make any great promises, 
but I will stand by the claaa and give you the 
best of my ability if I'm ele<lted .VIce 
President of the Class of '78. A reminder, 
pleaSe don't forget to vote. 
I look forward to the possibility of working 
lot .and with the members of the ctaee. Be 
sure to come out and vote May 1st in Daniels 
Lounge. Thank Youll 
resolution of class and campus lssues. 
effort to carry out my duties effectively and 
to assist the other officers to the best of my 
ability. 1 would like your support on election 
day. 
Class Representative 
William Golden 
Class Representative is one of the most 
important and influential positions in WPI 
Student Government. The person whom you 
select will have voting power on every issue 
which effects the WPI Community. He must 
posaess sound judgement and common 
Ellen King 
It's difficult giving reasons why I deserve 
your vote for Sophomore Class 
Representative when my "opponent" Is 
someone I vote for if I wasn't running myself. 
So in lieu of any self appraisal of my 
deservence of the office, let me just urge all 
of you to vote Thursday - think before you 
vote and think after you vote. 
It's ridiculous to try and overlook the fact 
that most students think of their student 
government as a joke and the people in office 
as mere figure heads. But what makes it a 
joke is not the people elected, but you 
sense while at the same time being able to 
represent your views. 
I am running for this office because I feel I. 
possess these qualities and am eager to 
represent the Class of '78. 
and I, who, after checking a name, forget 
about the campus government until the next 
election. Perhaps it we as a class can begin 
to become more Involved or at least more 
aware, taking a greater interest in all 
government operations, not only those on a 
college level, we would find the apathy we 
use bitterly as the excuse for everything and 
anything that goes wrong elimmated, and 
find ourselves actively participating in a 
society we have helped make work. 
Thank you. And don't forget to vote . 
CLASS ELECTIONS Thursday, May 1, 1975. 
10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. Daniels Hall. 
Be sure to brin our WPI ID. 
• 
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WPI Gay Alliance 
What does the word " gay" mean to you? 
Pervert? Faggot? Queer? Does it bother you 
to think that people have sexual attitudes 
different than yours, that some people don't 
fit • into the masculine or feminine roles 
spelled out by society? If you are a sexually 
liberated person we would appreciate your 
acceptance of a new organization at WPI, 
the WPI GAY ALLIANCE. 
Are you frustrated, confused, lonely? Are 
you gay and locked in the closet? Would you 
like to meet other gay people at WPI7 
The WPI GAY ALLIANCE has a number of 
purposes. It was formed to provide a means 
for members of the tech gay community to 
meet one another without hassels, to inform 
gay persons of gay activities in Worcester 
and throughout the country, and also to raise 
the level of awareness on campus about gay 
people. 
If you're gay and would like to meet other 
gay people write to us at the following ad· 
dress: 
WPI GAY ALLIANCE 
Box 2118 
Clark University 
Worcester, Mass. 
c o Clark Gay Alliance 
The Clark Gay Alliance has kindly lent us 
the use of their mail box to receive letters. 
Classifieds: 
TO THE PRES· The Harem Loves Youllll 
FOUR-DRAWER FILING CABINET free. 
Good size for computer printout. Contact 
Dave box 143. 
FOR SALE: AR.XA Turntable and Shure 
M91-RD cartridge $65 or best reasonable 
offer. Contact Allen Downs Box 2366 or 755-
3841 Fuller 21. 
GAY TECHIES: There is now an organization 
for gays on campus, write to WPI GAY 
ALLIANCE, Box 21 18, Clark University, 
Worcester, Mass. c-o Clark Gay Alliance. 
FOR SALE: 1973 Honda 350, excellent 
condition, 5,000 miles with extras. Can 
arrange delivery. Contact Stephen Mealy, 
752-9581, box 1462 and make offer. 
MUST SELL: Guitar-bass amplifier, "SUNN 
2000s" 280 watts, 2 15" JBL D140F 
speakers. $1340 new -asking 350. Box 2419 
or Call Jon Bradley 757-9701. 
FOR SALE. Dynaco SCASOO.Stereo Am-
plifier $150. Thorerts 160 turntable $210. Both 
were purchased last September. Contact 
Russ Gardner, Box 1693 or 798·0745. 
FOR SALE: Peugeot - 10 speed simplex 
derailleurs, quick release; MAFAX very good 
condition. HEATHKIT short wave receiver -
88310 extra crystals good condition. Dynaco 
Pat-4 Pre-amp excellent. ST 80 Pwr. amp. 
Excellent. Phtllips SA·212 Electronic turn 
table Pickering 400E cartridge very good 
condition. Rectilinear - Xl's pair speakers 
excellent condition. Brine Lacrosse stick. 
PUMA Soccer shoes. Contact John M. 26 
Institute Rd. PKT 757-9971. 
FOR RENT: 2-man 13 rooml apartment at 150 
West St. (near Institute Rdl. Also private 
rooms (with kitchen and bathroom) at 7 
Schussler Rd. (between Institute and 
Highland St. I. Call Mrs. Sm1th at 757-7938 or 
757·5349 Tell her Bob sent you 
SPREE 
DAY 
Is Coming 
Tuesday, April 29, 1n •c•J 
!IICIS'I' Worcester ._ 
Worcester, Ma .. ,.The American Freedom 
Train will visit Worcester on May 3, 4 and 5 
as {_>art of the train's 17,000 mile journey to 80 
cities in all48 states in the continental United 
States. The announcement was made today 
by William D. Kelleher, Jr., President of the 
Worcester Area Chamber of Commerce, 
sponsor of the train's visit to Worcester. 
The Freedom Train, which consists of a 
giant steam engine pulling 25 glistening red, 
white and blue box cars filled with historic 
memorabilia, will be situated on the Bosotn 
and Maine railroad tracks on Norton 
Company property on Stores Street near 
Shore Drive. Viewtng hours for the exhibit 
will be from 8:00 a.m. to midnight on 
Saturday (May 31 and from 8:00a.m. to 10:00 
p.m. on Sunday and Monday (May 4 and 6). 
The cost to the public is $2 for adults and $1 
for children (18 Sears and under) and senior 
citizens. 
Area residents will be able to purchase 
tickets at any of the nine branches of Peoples 
Savings Bank in Worcester, Auburn, 
Westboro, Holden and West Boylston or at 
the Worcester North Savings Institution in 
Fitchburg, Leominster, Lancaster and 
Sterling. Mail orders can be sent to the 
Chamber of Commerce, 100 Front Street, 
Worcester, MA 01608. People should make 
their checks payable to the "American 
Freedom :fr-'n - Worceeter" and mail a 
self-addressed stamped envelope along with 
their order. 
A moving walkway in each of the fill 
exhibit cars and individual transistotbld 
sound units will enable the viewers to enjow 
the fifteen minute tour of American hlstofy 
In addition to the exhibit cars, there are tw11 
glass, enclosed showcase cars featuring 
developments in transportation and 1111 
Freedom Bell donated by the Americ:ln 
legion on behalf of the nation's children; it • 
twice the size of the Liberty Bell. 
PARKING: 
Saturday (May 31 and Sunday (May 41 
private cars will use large Norton Compenr 
parking lot. Monday will be restricted to bua 
transportation only. 
We'll give~ a 
free account 
~can use a 
plus pay you 
50fo i11teres 
Bank 
Do-All Account. 
W1th your tree CBT Do-All account you can wnte all the free 
personalized drafts you want JUSt like you would a check-
anywhere. anytime and still earn 5% tnterest per year 
Whether you're at home pay1ng b1lls. downtown shopp1ng. or away on vacat1on 
you can usc your Do-All Account JUSt as you would a conventtonal check.ng 
account but never be charged for drafts. transactions or any statement serv1ces. 
Call or vtsit Commerce Bank today for all the details on the account 
that's not only free and conventent but also pays you Interest 
the Commerce Bank Do-All Account 
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DEADLINE. MA. V tS, It'll , 
SEIIORS 
APRIL 21- C.ps and Gowns ($7) go on sale in WPI Bookstore. 
MAY 1 - Invitations are available in Placement Office. 
MAY 15- 11 a.m., Gtaduation Rehearsal in Harrington, Noon to 
MidniGht - Senior Day at the Pub 
MAY l9- Diploma fee ($10) due in Registrar.s Office 
MAY 30 - 4 p.m. to Midnight - Pub open for Pre·Graduation 
Night. 
MAY 31 - 10:30 a.m., ROTC Commissioning in Rose Garden, 
Higgins 
1 p.m. - Robing at Boynton ·Hall 
2 p.m:- Commencement in Harrington 
4 p.m. - Reception on Quadrangle 
K: 
Still needs; Actors, $lage manager, director of video, costumer, 
and "you! If you would like to help in the production of 
Gary Davis's satire, to be done A and B terms of next year, 
please contact him at Box 1865, 752·6186, Stoddard B 100. 
(Taping to start September '75). 
FULL SCHOLARSHIP OPPORTUNITY 
Now, full scholarship assistance for your lunior and senior years, plus chance to 
become a leailer in the nuclear energy field. . 
,Tuition, books and educational fees are all Included In this new NROTC Nuclear 
Propulsion Candidate program. Along with $100 a month to help you with your living 
expenses. And on top of that you have an opportunity to build a-rewarding career for 
yourself in the fast-growing nuclear energy field. 
To qualify, you must have completed one semester each of calculus and physics, or 
two semesters of calculus and have a B-average or better. 
Depending upon your performance, you will be interviewed during your senior year 
for the Navy's Nuclear Program and for training as a Navy Nuclear Officer. 
If you can qualify for the demanding yet rewarding nuclear field you can anticipate 
five years of employment as a regular Navy officer. 
For full details on this new NROTC Nuclear Propulsion Candidate program, phone 
or see your local Navy recruiter. 
•C\.Vl'b 
w,_ .-.-. .. ----...... -·pa.b'~Y • · 
"There'd be discussion 
and argument and the 
telling of old tales, and the 
leisurely academic routrne 
that gave one time to live" 
Clifford D. Simak Novelist 
!!!!!Somehow this was not 
Tech on the 7-week term!n!! 
Wilford T. towther 
WORCESTER 
COMMUNITY SOIOOL 
OF111E 
PERFORMING ARTS 
CordJally Invites you and 
y~guesLI~ 
Saturday Evtnlng, May 3, 1175 
Auumptlon Colle1e Campa 
set Salisbury Street 
COCKTAILS a Ia earle from 5:31 
CONTINENTAL BUFFET 
by~._al7:M 
CONCERT Ia tile 
Alaumptioe Claapelat 8:31 
Feat_.. I 
.. 
The New Jau Quartet 
Saxaphone 
Drums 
Baas 
Plaao 
Bullet aacl Perf.-maece 
••u• DouU. per Guest 
Additioaal Coaeert Seatbag 
•z.se DeaatiGa per Ticket 
le ••meone special 
in the latJ. 
Contact; 
1111 IIFI TEll, 
111 Waslli•1t•• lYe., 
llllanr, lew York 12211 
or call (111) 412-4412 to•ar 
DOUBLE CAREER MARRIAGE on Wed., April 30 at 7:30p.m. In 
the library Seminar Room. Dr. Sue Vogel and Dr. Paul 
Rosenkrantz, experts in the areas of psychology, attitudes, and 
marriage, will present a program on double career marriage. 
Don't miss any of our sexclting series II Anyone interested In what 
we are doing, or how to become involved, contact any of the 
following people or the oHice of Student Affairs. 
There will be 1 tenenl meet-
Ing of the WPl Ratllo Clulb on 
Wednesday, April 30 at 7:30 In 
tiM lQP CenMr. All members 
should m1ke an effort to aHtnd 
as elections will be held 
Kent Baschwitz, Box 236-
Jefl Mclean, Box 1•54 
Jim Balls, Box 947 
Dr. Betty Hoskins, Ext. 331 
Roy Astley, Ext. 540 
TC: 
Tbanks for the challenge. 
E-47-SP 
~clntTeam 
RELEVANT APPLICATIONS OF ALTERNATIVE ENERGY 
RESOURCES IN LARGE METROPOLITAN SYSTEMS 
~ 
Aa--o ~..w. _,. _. ..,..,_ tiM..._.,. II c.a ca-~ . ..... •• n• ...ue. All • 
-)'U.t~•eMhr-.riJ ... II-'•D-o----r.e.&wllll•enUula••-vtrllttt; lt 
il a ~rt.la _.l.tlt el- -.It val-. 'ne -c7 crWs C.W lie a ....... ,._ Ia Mlen......_l Aavia't 
~~au.. e1 .,...., a u- ,_ ,_,_.__. ... a *1ft le • ..._. ..-. ra"--1 taa tf u ... "--llea. 
OBJEC'nYE: 
"'11lrt nilb • .. •• ..,.. .... ,.. t.11e ... • Ulellfrllllt te •'" .,...... te 1t1a a ........ ~ u -
~ tM ~Mr. lll&ftucha ..,. tar rn~ ~ el tile .......... ft'ft..,. II)' tMJ. lllal at Ml 
telllrllllleol-~._. ..... ...,... .. .,.._. ............... ......_ .. ...,..., UYialcMn~ 
., Aaertc. war _. 111e •¥tr_.. tf .,... Qae....., Ecrtlt". 
u.. .... ~., . ._......., ....................... ~b .. ...... 
.,..., wiO _,, •• ............ 1tr .......,e ~-' niMiat _.,, *•• .,..._,, 
,.~...._..-,~-~--~ ....... 
SELL 
YOUR 
PROJECT ADVUIORS; 
Prel. ft.L.-.uiEE ,..,... 
Prel. G.E. 81aun EE 
mJDEN'f DlR£l"I'Oll; 
~T.CVter 
~AaJJ.Bextm 
- "' 
TO THE 
USED TEXTS 21 Salem Street 
Worcester, Mass. 01608 
IPIRTIEITS!!! 
If J•• •r• loold•c •• llaye tllean. 
l .. llan Cold Cuta 
Call 111-1111 
or 
Contact II Goldsmith. 
Jolly Giant 
SUBMARINE 
SANDWICHES 
• Gold ~Ia' llhct.. Wor~w. M-. 
FAif IIEAVICE TAKE OUT OROEfiS 
!EL 853-4245 
am. Le. Sm. La. 
• 1.11 lt•ll•n Cold Cutt Staak·OniOI\1• Am arleen Cold Cuta .10 1 .10 with Bolted Ham 1.15 Ul ........ ,. 
Sm. 
1.21 
lmpor1od Ham •• 1.11 TunaSoted 1.11 
1.31 Stnk·Onlone-Peppore 
E8tlo .. d •  ... lmpor1od Hem & 
Salami& 
' 
1 .• 1.21 Ameri.:~en Ch•••• .10 
P rOYotono Choo" .. 
.10 1.10 lt•llln M .. tbetlt 1.01 
.10 1.11 t..-.nl•uu•• 1.15 
•  1.11 Maetboi .. &Saun••1.21 Grilled 8taat& 
, .. 1.21 8Meka Pettpon 
1 .11 8tlllla Onlona 
1.21 St .. ka Cheaao 
.• 1.21 
UA. 1:W 
1.21 
Ul 
1.21 
1.21 
ft Muohrooma 
·" 
&teak & Mue.,rooma 
. .. Ao ... tiHf 
1.ll Po•tnlml 
1.311 · Sliced Turkey 
1 .• 
1.11 
1.10 
1.11 
1.11 
White Meat 
Turkav· Ham·Che.,• 
Hombura 
Ch .. taburg 
........ ,. £••• 
Pa•nut 8uttar ft 
Jally a 
M•,_.,m 
o.ooe. ,..... Sht,..t TA - 'On- ,odt .. Hot 1'...-n 
3SVAR~nES 
(WIE SELL THOUSANDS EVERY W£EitJ 
MCMI ., T u .. , Ytt1t 
11 AM 10 .,.M , 
JTOftE HOU,.$. 
Thwr •• Fri., Sll , 
11A.M, to 11 
1 .• 
1 .. 
1.21 
1.21 
1.11 
1.21 
... 
1.10 
•  
L•· 
1.10 
1 ... 
1.10 
1.41 
1.41 
1.311 
1.41 
1.21 
1.10 
1.11 
Wednesday Night Pit Stops 
10:00 p.m. Stoddard A Pit 
Rap about Religion 
United C.mpus Ministries at WPI 
Rev. Stan Culy 
Protestant Coordinator 
Fr. Pete Scanlon 
Catholic Priest 
Rev. H.._ Huntley 
C.mpus Mlntstw 
Rev. Paul Anderson 
C.nti*S Mlftlstw 
SCIENTIFIC AND 
PROFESSIONAL ENTERPRISES 
Collqe Division 
2237 El Camino Real 
Palo Alto, Callfor••la 9•306 
we will make available to any ln. 
terested readers an Information sh .. 
ot summer lobS searching. This II 
absolutely tree, and all that ill 
necessary Is that the student requ.t 
thIs from us and encl~e a stamped Ml 
addressed envelope. We do research Ill 
this area. and ere more than happy 
release this to stud.nts in search 
summer 
"The llrnd-logling, Never-To-le - Forgotte1 - Or Beliewe• 
Excape to Movie Ora". Sponsored by Schlitz and the Pub 
Wednesday, April 30, 1975 at 7:30 p.m. te 10:30 p.m. 
In Alden Hall, Admission Free - ·wPI I.D.'s o1ly! 
.... 
The George C. Gordon library, by virtue of "'affiliation with 
NASIC (the Northeast Academic Science Information Center) has 
the ability to do certain computerized bibUographlc literature 
searches. This means that researchers who woukt manually use 
indexing tools such as CMmlcal Mstracts, and Enelneertng 
lftllex can now have computerized access to those data bases 
through our library staff. 
On Tuesday, Aprll29, Mr. Donald Morrison of the NASIC staff 
will be In our library to answer questions about this program and 
to aid in search adlvitles. We cordially Invite WPI students, staff 
and faculty to visit the reference department between 10 a.m. and 
3 p.m. on April 29 for this demonstration. 
A l 
Schl 
Tt 
Thl 
winni 
over 
end A 
Colb' 
coun 
............................ ~------------~~~~~-· Donlf TYPING FOR STUDENTS instru In I 
- papers, manuscripts, etc. that 
ponl!l 
FEE IS NEGOTIABLE up w 
Call 754-5901, ::! 
evenings after 6:00p.m. except Wednesday and Thursday 11001 
.................. ~ ...................................... .0 .cur 
White CifJ Theatre: 
NOW PLAYING 
"TillY" Br The Who 
Ann MllrgNt-OliVer bed 
EIIOilJMn 1'1 tiM P.-.11 wturd 
Ertc 01,..,.- ....... EntWittte 
Jadl'Nin ..... -n ... TurMr 
meet 
0'1 
MVef' 
.-vi( 
WPI 
tnd l 
Don If 
WPI 
1111n 
B 
Th 
recor 
douo 
homt 
_; ______ ..,.._...,...,;_._~....,;---------~---~-- PitCh 
SMwn w .. laleys at 2:00-7:00-t :40 came 
Sit. & Sun. -2:ot-4:30-7:00.9:40 p.m. lhe s 
Mechanical and c1vtl en· 
aineering majors . • • areo· 
1pace and aeronaut1cal en· 
gineerlng majors •.• ma1ors 
in electronics .•. computer 
science ... mathematics. 
Tne Air Force needs peo· 
pie ..• many w1th the above 
academic majors. And 
AFROTC has several d1ffer· 
ent proarams where you 
can fit ..• 4-year, 3-year, or 
2·year programs. Some of· 
fering full scholarships. All 
offerina $100 a month 
allowance during the last 
two yurs of the prosram. 
Flying opportunities. And all 
leading to an Air Force otfl· 
cerscommission,plus ad · 
vanced education . 
If you'd like to cash in on 
these Air Force benefits, 
start by looking into the Air 
Force ROTC. 
Contact Lt. COl. Karch 
Hely Crosa Cell ... - 7tJ-l343 
Put it all in Air Force ROTC. 
with 
Jim( 
1notf 
•W 
winn 
was 
Row 
aS..C 
In 
were 
A t.mlll•r sight - John Smith •nd John H•ti:h IHeeklng th• tllpe in the 100 (by 
ldtlllel1 
. 
rackmens record at 9-0 
This year' s track team continued its 
ways by posting impressive wins 
its city rivals Worcester State, Clark, 
Assumption. northern circuit opponents 
and Norwich and engineering 
~IIIIILU,tAtnArtA MIT. Senior captains Bob 
Bill Komm, and Jeff Wnek were 
•illrumental in all of these wins. 
In the City meet it wn WPI's overall depth 
proved disastrous for the WPI op. 
-·· --""' Bob Donie and Bill Komm teamed 
If with two firsts apiece in their respective 
_..ts. The::.e firsts, along with those by Jeff 
Wnetc (3 mile I. Alan Briggs (mile), Jon Hatch 
11001 and Dave Eves ( 120 yd. hurdles) 
IICUred the win. Eves competing in his tlrs1 
.et is indeed a welcomed addition. 
Over JP WMkend WPI picked up its 
IMOth and eighth wins. Even without the 
~~Vices of its top shot putter and discus men 
WPI accumulated 106 points to Colby's 83 
lid Norwich's 21 points. Once again Bob 
Donie's double victories pa<:ed the team. 
WPI had a host of individual winners. Fresh· 
.., Bill Golden 14401. Paul Femside (440 
hurdles), and upperclassmen Alan Briggs, 
Chris Keenan, Bill Komm, Pete Sherer, Jeff 
Wnek, Dave Eves, and Jon Hatch all posted 
victories. Gary Pearson highlighted the meet 
with a record-breaking effort of 13 ft. 6 in. 
in the Pole Vault. 
On Saturday the track team overcame the 
forces of a strong MIT team and extended its 
winning streak to 9..0 for the season. Wrth 
the aid of te~tm firs1 places the team tallied 89 
points to 66 for MIT. This win puts WPI in a 
good position to go undefeated for the 
season. Once again Bob Donie continued his 
jumping dominance by taking first in both 
the long and triple jumps. These two wins 
were reinforced by the victories of Bill Komm 
(javelin), Alan Briggs (mile), Chris Keenan 
18801. Gary Pearson (Pole vault), Terry lee 
(shot), and Peter Sherer (discus). Although 
these firsts were important it was the overall 
team balance and depth which Insured the 
victory. 
The team detends its unbeaten record 
Wednesday when it takes on Tufts at home 
starting at 3:00 p.m. 
Baseball team splits 
The WPI baseball team brought it season' s 
IICOrd to 3-5 Saturday when they split a 
header with lowell Tech at lowells' 
field. The first game was primarily a 
Jitchers duel in which WPI's Paul Josephson 
Cline up on the short end of a 3·1 score. In 
.. second game, the visitors started quickly 
tith the first two hitters, George Klug and 
.1m Cullinane, bitting home runs. Klug added 
lnOther homer later, th1s time a two run blast 
• WPI built a 5-1 lead. In the final stanza, 
winning pitcher Mike Sundberg tired and 
Wll touched for three runs before Peter 
Rowden relieved him to get the final out and 
a S-4 victory. 
In ear1ier season action, the Engineers 
W8fe defeated by Brandeis, Trinity and 
Hartford while beating AIC. In the three 
loses, the WPI bats were silenced as they 
managed only one run in the three games 
combined. The A IC game was just the 
opposite however as Tech won a slugfest 9-
7. In this game Tech again jumped In front 
only to see the Yellow Jackets come ba<:k 
and take a 7-6 leed after eight innings. WPI 
rallied however and answered with three 
runs in the top of the ninth to take the game. 
Brad Coleman's double was the big blow in 
the decisive ninth. 
After playing six of their first eight games 
away, WPI now has eight consecutive home 
games coming up and is looking for some 
important fan support. 
Wl'l ,...,. meklng the move on 
f9pt (b y w..,.n 
Rowers go down kicking • • • 
Wednesday, April 23, was the end of the 
WPI mens' crew teams three year reign as 
the city champions. Although the Qfficial 
time of th& varsity eight (the detendel'8 of the 
Cup! was identical to Holy Cross' time of 
6:43, the Cross literally nosed out a victory on 
the calm lake Ouin. The near victory for WPI 
was especially painful as stroke Bob Salter 
and crew oblitetated a Holy Cross lead of 1 ~ 
boat lengths in the last 200 meters. WPI's JV 
lightweight eight and freshmen eight also 
took second in their respective races, and 
eech boat beat their rivals from Clark and 
Assumption by several boat lengths as Holy 
Cross swept the men's ra<:e. 
The women's race was a different and 
brighter story. Racing on a 1000 meter 
course against Clark and Assumption, · the 
eight women, stroked by Chris Powers and 
coxed by Paula Stratouly, handily won. Their 
time of 3:66 was over 10 seconds faster than 
their nearest opponent and estAiblfshed them 
as the women's city champions. 
On Sunday, April 20; the University of 
Rhode Island, Connecticut College, and 
Manhattan College came to Worcester for 
the Davenport Cup Races. A broken seat and 
a vicious wake from nearby power boats, 
among other reasons, caused the freshmen 
eight to lose to the Manhattan crew with the 
horrepdous time of 9:06.1 . WPI's JV light-
weight, sprinted the last 260 meters with 
sophomore Moon Clancy as the new stroke, 
to weep URI by six seconds with a time of 
7:38. 
Again, the WPI women were victorious as 
they kept a lead of over a boat length to 
defeat the URI women's eight with a time of 
4:01. 
WPI's varsity eight; although their lack of 
experience (one-hatf the boat is freshmen), is 
more than compensated for by their 
determination, were again unable to salvage 
a win as Connecticut College won with the 
best time of the day for 2000 meters, 6:54.6. 
and the girls go down - litera!Jr. v 
by Chris Powers 
Saturday the WPI Crew Team travelled to 
UNH to row a dual meet there. It started as a 
(lither disorganized regatta, with the races 
running an hour and a half behind schedule, 
but soon tumed into a regatta that we will 
never forget, even If we try. 
The course for the race was mapped over 
little Bay, a salt water body near the UNH 
campus, subJect to tides and storms as any 
small sea would be. The shells were launched 
2% miles f rom the course, and the crews had 
to maneuver through Inlets and coves to get 
to the starting line. The two women' s fours 
races went off first, with both WPI crews 
getting soundly defeated. The men's eight 
race was next. By this time, a head wind had 
come up, making the course a long and hard 
one. There were three WPI crews rowing 
against one crew from UNH: our freshmen, 
JV, and varsity boats. The varsity stuck c;lose 
to UNH for the length of the course, and 
tried to overtake them with a sprint at the 
finish. As quick and well done as it was, It 
wasn't enough, and WPI lost by three 
secortds, with a time of 8:03. 
As soon as the varsity crew docked, the 
WPI women immediately climbed into the 
boat they had climbed out of, and headed up 
to the line to wait for UNH and the start of 
the eighth race. By this time, the head wind 
had changed into a cross wind, causing high 
swells to hit the shell broadside. The women 
waited at the line half an hour for UNH, but 
with no sign of them, turned the boat around 
and started to row the three miles back to the 
boat house. However, the wind was so 
strong that coxswain Paula Stratouly 
couldn' t keep the shell pointed on course, so 
the women turned around and tried to row 
the thousand meters back to the finish line. 
By this time, the boat had taken on so muett 
water that the bowrnan and stroke were 
alterriate!y sittin_g in water to their knees. 
The craw had been blown out far enough 
into the bay so that those on the finish line 
finally could see that there was a craw 
caught in the squall and could see something 
that the women could not - that the bow 
section of the boat was being pried loose 
from the shell due to the weight of the water 
in the midsection. When the launch finally 
reached, the girts, the electric amplification 
system within the boat was under water, as 
well as the knees of most of the oarsmen. 
Those In the launch Instructed the crew as 
to how to row so that the boat wouldn't take 
on too much more water. However, due to 
the wind, the crew was rowing for about half 
an hour and just barely staying even with the 
house on the shore. At this point, those in 
the launch and the shell decided to abandon 
the shell and get the crew, as quickly as 
possible, to a dry and warm place. The 
minute the gir1s stopped rc?wing, a swell 
came over the starboard gunwhale and 
swamped the boat, leaving the gir1s in water 
up to their shoulders. The launch made quick 
time in pulling the gir1s, their oars, Ieven the 
amplifierl), and some seats out of the shell, 
and getting them to the shore. From there 
they were taken to the UNH field house, 
where they could get dried out. 
The shell was towed by the second launch 
to the shore, where it was lashed up. The 
WPI men later removed the loose bow 
section, and brought the pieces back to 
Worcester, In hopes that It will be rowable 
for the New England open regana next 
Saturday on Lake Ouinslg - where there are 
no tides or four foot swells. 
The forcoHen sport 
WPI has a very fine Lacrosse team 
for you who do not know. 
~ HOW ABOUT THE STUDENT BODY 
GIVING THEM SOME SUPPORT? 
The election of a new chairman to the Dormiforr 
Committee will take place on Thurs., laJ 1st at 4 p.m. 
in the back dining room of Morgan Hall. 
The qualifications for chairman are: 
(1) Must be an underclassman and have resided in a residential complex 
at least one of the years prior to his/her election 
(2) Must reside in a residential complex 3 out of 4 terms (excluding 
Term E) of his/her office. 
(3) Must have served on the Internal Residence Hall Committee at least 
one of the years prior to his/her election. 
(4) R.A.'s are ineligible. 
The committee serves as the official forum for the residential COrJ1plexes 
concerning residence policies. It may study specific residence hall problems 
and recommend policies to meet these problems. 
All interested qualified candidates please drop a note to George Hefferon, 
Box 986 by Thurs. noon. 
Amnesty? You mean we have to start from scratch? 
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